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carbon footprint
Marc X Makkes1,2* , Arie Taal1 , Anwar Osseyran3 and Paola Grosso1

Abstract
Cloud computing gives users much freedom on where they host their computation and storage. However the CO2
emission of a job depends on the location and the energy efficiency of the data centers where it is run. We developed
a decision framework that determines to move computation with accompanying data from a local to a greener
remote data center for lower CO2 emissions. The model underlying the framework accounts for the energy
consumption at the local and remote sites, as well as of networks among them. We showed that the type of network
connecting the two sites has a significant impact on the total CO2 emission. Furthermore, the task’s complexity is a
factor in deciding when and where to move computation.
Introduction
From a user’s perspective, reducing the environmental
load of his computational tasks is equivalent to looking
for a green data center, i.e a data center with a low power
usage effectiveness (PUE). Many data centers advertise
their greenness as an added value for customers. A recent
study [1] shows that 71% of the data centers measure the
PUE and that the mean value is about 1.8. Another survey
for data centers in Europe [2] came up with a higher mean
value of the PUE. Some large data centers claim to have
a PUE approaching the theoretical value of 1. We argue
that the PUE is not the only factor to consider: the energy
sources powering a data center and the network used to
move the data are also important, as they determine the
amount of CO2 emitted for a given task.
We will present a framework that facilitates a user to
decide where to perform a task, whether at a local data
center or remotely at a clearer data center. The framework
does not only take the CO2 emission of the data centers
into account, but also estimates the CO2 emission of the
transport network between them when input/output data
accompanied the task. We can do this by exploiting the
*Correspondence: marc.makkes@tno.nl
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2 TNO Information and Communication Technology, Eemsgolaan 3,
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relation between energy produced in kWh and CO2 emission for different energy sources (see Equation 9). The
CO2 emission of the network of a data center is a modest part of the total CO2 of the data center [3]. However,
deciding if offloading of an individual task to an optional
cleaner data center is preferable, the contribution of the
network (data center LAN and transport network) can
be a substantial part of the decision. This means that if
the decision framework introduced in this paper will be
applied to all jobs of a data center, the total CO2 emission of both the data center and the optional cleaner data
centers for offloading tasks will decrease.
The framework can make a prediction of the total CO2
emission for different scenarios, namely software interactive computation and hot or cold data storage. For each
scenario we identify the equipment required in the local
and the remote data center, e.g., for a computational task
other equipment is used than for hot data storage. Subsequently we use models including the power consumption
of the devices in use. In this paper we will focus on the
computational scenario, but the interested reader can find
some details of the storage scenario in [4,5].
A common aspect of all scenarios considered is the
amount of data involved. The input data determines
the energy cost of the data transport part, first through
the LAN of the local data center, then across the core network, Internet or light path, and finally through the LAN
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center operating much less efficiently that is using hydro
electric power.
In this paper we focus on CO2 emission costs. What
for us is of interest is the ever-increasing effort in modeling the power consumption of networks and data center equipment. Understanding the power consumption in
more detail of networks and computer equipment and
their behavior under different conditions, gives the opportunity to better predict the impact of cloud computing
and storage on the environment and to develop algorithms
and strategies to reduce the carbon footprint. The way we
predict the energy consumption of LAN’s and transport
networks is based on the work of Baliga et al. [16].
We distinguish different kind of networks, LAN’s, Internet and light path, each with their specific type of equipment. Our novel contribution is that we integrate and
extend different models into a single decision framework
for greener computing. The models used can be easily
enhanced, allowing the framework to evolve if one wishes.
Our main impetus for the framework presented is that not
only end users but also data centers’ operators and cloud
service providers should think under what conditions it is
better to host a job locally, or to host it elsewhere.

of the chosen remote data center. When output data plays
a role we assume that the user is located near the local data
center, so the energy cost associated with the output data
is the energy cost for the local LAN versus the cost of the
remote LAN and the transport network.
The equipment present in a data center, including the
LAN devices, can be more realistically identified than the
number of devices in a transport network to another data
center. For the former we chose the same internal architecture for both data centers being compared; this allows
us to purely focus on the sustainability of both. The latter
instead depends not only on the type of network, Internet or light path, but also on the geographical location of
both data centers. Therefore, our framework makes use
of network models depending on the type of network and
on the location of both endpoints to give an estimate of
the minimal number of hops in the network. Furthermore,
the geographical location of both endpoints determines
the possible countries crossed by the shortest path transport network. These estimates make it possible to attach
a CO2 emission to the transport network. Data on the
energy types used by different European countries is available. If the transport network e.g., connects a data center
in the Netherlands with one in Austria, a considerable
part of the shortest path network will cross Germany.
So the energy cost can be divided in three contributions,
according to the distance spanned in each of the countries
crossed. For each country we can calculate a mean CO2
emission based on the types of energy sources used in that
country [6-11].
The rules applied to facilitate a user in his decision can
also be applied by a scheduler of a data center. If a user can
specify the complexity of his task, i.e., how computation
time and or the amount of output data scale as a function of the input data, a scheduler can determine where to
schedule the job such that the emission of the task in gr.
CO2 is minimal. In that case the user need not to know
about remote data centers and their PUE’s, because this
knowledge resides in the scheduler’s database.

where:

Related work

Energy cost network = Energy cost of local data center LAN

There are different aspects one can focus on in the optimization process of data center infrastructure costs. We
chose to concentrate on CO2 emission costs, but there are
other possible focus points such as economic costs, power
utilization and infrastructure utilization. For each one of
these costs there is ample existing research: namely for
economic costs the work done by [12-14], for power utilization the work by [13,14] and [12,15] for infrastructure
utilization.
Optimization of each of these aspects can lead to different outcomes. For example, a data center running more
energy efficiently but supplied by energy produced from
brown coal has a higher CO2 emission cost than a data

Energy model
When deciding to move data and the accompanied computation from a local to a remote data center we have
to define an energy consumption metric that accounts
for both data centers and the transport network between
them. With this metric we should be able to calculate
values for the following equation that indicates when
movement to a remote data center is to be preferred above
local processing:
Energy cost local processing > Energy cost network
+ Energy cost remote processing

(1)

+Energy cost transport network
+Energy cost of remote data center LAN

(2)
In the following sections we will focus on two different aspects that contribute to Equation 1: how efficient
a data center uses its energy, and what are the different
components used in the data center and the network.
How efficiently a data center uses its energy

To rate the energy efficiency of data centers the commonly used number is the PUE. The PUE is expressed
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as the ratio of the total power consumption of a
data center (PTOT ) to the total power consumption
of IT equipment like storage devices, servers, routers
(PIT ).

According to Table 1 we arrive (see Baliga et al. [16]
Eq. 2) at the following equation for the energy consumption per bit for the LAN of a data center:
ÊLAN_data_center =

PUE =

PTOT
, 1 < PUE < ∞
PIT

(3)

In the calculation of the PUE of a data center all equipment that is not considered a computing device, like
pumps, air conditioners, lighting, are part of PTOT only,
whereas the power used by servers, storage equipment,
network equipment are incorporated in both PIT and
PTOT .
The different data center and network components used

An important conclusion of a recent study by Tucker [17]
is that ‘in a global scale (data) network, the energy consumption of the switching infrastructure is larger than
the energy consumption of the transport infrastructure’.
We will therefore make a distinction between optical
communication systems and conventional Ethernet. We
will restrict ourselves to the case where the end user is
directly attached to the data center clouds/clusters via
a corporate network. The user (or a scheduling application on his behalf ) must decide whether the data with
the accompanied computation stays at a data center or
should be moved to another data center. If he decides
to move data, the data will be transported over a public data network given that different data centers are
mostly geographically separated. When data traverses
the Internet energy consumption can be estimated by
adding the contributions to the energy of switches, amplifiers, transceivers, etc. that the data traverses. At both
sides, at the local and remote data center, we have the
local area network (LAN) of the data center itself that
connects the data storage devices and servers to the
outside world, i.e., the transport network. To keep calculations simple we assume the same components are
present in the LAN of any data center. Table 1 lists the
typical equipment data traverses through the LAN of a
data center.
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Pfirewall
Phost
Pswitch
+3
+2
Chost
Cswitch
Cfirewall

Prouter
[W /bit/s]
+
Crouter
(4)
PUE
·
U

where Phost , Pswitch , Pfirewall , and Prouter are the power consumed by the host computer where the data resides,
Ethernet switches, firewall, and data center gateway
router, respectively. The capacities of the corresponding
equipment and measured in bits per second are given by
Chost , Cswitch , Cfirewall , and Crouter .
Here, the factor U accounts for the utilization of the network equipment, expressing the fact network equipment
typically does not operate at a full utilization while still
consuming 100% of the power [18], a factor we took equals
to 0.5.
Data transfers across a transport network can use two
different types of connections: the regular Internet and
dedicated connections. The regular Internet is available
to all users, while in principle dedicated connections
(light paths) are more frequently encountered in scientific and corporate environments for high-end users.
In both cases the data transfer can be over long or
short distances, and we account for this in our model.
Figure 1 and 2 show the data network building blocks
we assume to be representative for Internet and light path
networks.
With these building blocks we compose short and
long distance network paths. Multiple Internet building blocks are connected to each other, and multiple
light path building blocks are connected via a switch
with each other. The entry points and exit points for
any kind of data network are a switch connected to a
dense wavelength division multiplexing node (DWDM).
Baliga et al. [16] take a mean number of hops for
each kind of network (Internet and light path), where
we take the number of hops for each kind of network
depending on the geographical position of both endpoints. Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the example diagrams

Table 1 Components of a data center LAN
LAN data center
Host (network interface)
2× Switch
2× Firewall
Switch
Router

Figure 1 Network components in an Internet building block
representing a hop.
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while the connecting transport network cost will depend
on the type of network, Internet or light path, and the
number of hops:
Figure 2 Network components in an light path building block
representing a hop.

for single hop and three hop Internet and light path
networks.
We write for the processing cost of a task in Equation 1 :
Eprocessing_data_center (Tprocessing ) = PUEdata_center



PUEnetwork
2Pswitch
2PDW DM
Etransport_internet (Nin ) =
·
+
U
Cswitch
CDW DM


2Pswitch
2PDW DM
Prouter
+
+
+
Cswitch
CDW DM
Crouter

8Nin
[ kWh]
× nhops ·
3600

(7)

Etransport_lightpath (Nin ) =

× Pcomp_host ·Tprocessing [kWh]

(5)
where Pcomp_host is the power consumption of a computation host in kW and Tprocessing the processing time in CPU
core hours. If the task is accompanied with Nin GByte of
input data, this data will always be transfered through the
LAN of the local data center. In case the task will be processed at a remote data center, this data will be once more
transfered through the LAN of the local data center, subsequently the connecting transport network and the LAN
of the remote data center. The transport cost of the LANs
follow from Equation 4.
PUEdata_center
·
ELAN_data_center (Nin ) =
U
+



3Pswitch
Phost
+
Chost
Cswitch


2Pfirewall Prouter 8Nin
·
+
[kWh]
Cfirewall Crouter 3600
(6)

Figure 3 Short distance Internet of 1 hop between two data centers.



PUEnetwork
2PDW DM
2Pswitch
+
·
U
Cswitch
CDW DM




Pswitch
2PDW DM
+
+ · nhops +
CDW DM
Cswitch

 8Nin
× nhops − 1 ·
[kWh]
3600

(8)
where the factor 8 accounts for the translation of bytes
into bits, as the terms P/C are measured in kW/Gb/s.
In order to solve eq. 1 for the total energy consumption
to move data we need values for the different equipment
the data traverses. Table 2 lists the adopted values for
the power per capacity (P/C) in kW/Gb/s of the devices
listed in Table 1 and depicted in Figure 1 and 2. All
values are taken from [16] except the value for routers
which we obtained from measurements at our local data
center.

Sustainability
We are interested in the sustainability aspects of the
energy sources used in the data network and data centers,
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Figure 4 Short distance light path of 1 hop between two data centers.

and in the subsequent CO2 emissions. One way we propose to incorporate this, is to transform energy cost in
kWh to carbon emission cost effects. A kWh can be
converted into grams of produced CO2 according to the
following formula
1kWh ∼ Xgr.CO2

(9)

where the value of the factor X depends on the type of
energy source, e.g. X = 870 for anthracite electricity
production, and X = 370 for gas electricity production.
In our framework values for X are compiled from different sources [6-8], leading to the values presented in
Table 3.
We can now map the energy costs in kWh given by
Equations 5, 6, 7 and 8 into an equivalent carbon emission
cost K in terms of grams of CO2 produced:

KLAN_data_center (Xdata_center , Nin ) = Xdata_center
× ELAN_data_center (Nin )
(11)

Ktransport_network (Xtransport_network , Nin )
= Xtransport_network · Etransport_network (Nin )

Decision Equation 1 for transporting data with accompanied computation to another data center transformed
to grams of CO2 produced now reads:
Kprocessing_local_dc (Xlocal_dc , Tprocessing )
+ KLAN_local_dc (Xlocal_dc , Nin )
> 2 · KLAN_local_dc (Xlocal_dc , Nin )
+ Ktransport_network (Xtransport_network , Nin )

Kprocessing_data_center (Xdata_center , Tprocessing )

+ KLAN_remote_dc (Xremote_dc , Nin )

= Xdata_center · Eprocessing_data_center (Tprocessing )
(10)

Figure 5 A long distance Internet of 3 hop between two data centers.

(12)

+ Kprocessing_remote_dc (Xremote_dc , Tprocessing )

(13)
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Figure 6 A long distance light path of 3 hop between two data centers.

The terms on the left of the equation describe the total
emission if the computation task is performed locally,
while the terms on the right site concern the emission cost
if the task is offloaded to and performed at a remote data
center. Left we see the contribution of the LAN for the
data coming in once, while on the right we see the LAN of
the local data center contributes twice, as the data needs
to come in from the owner and after the decision is sent
out towards the remote data center. In case we have to deal
with output data from a computational task we assume
that the one interested in the output data is located near
the local data center, and we extend Equation 13 to:

Decision framework
Equations 13 and 14 are at the basis of our decision
framework. They can be used in decision policies taken
by a scheduler (section ‘Decision policies’) as well as
in a web calculator available to end users (section
‘Web calculator’). A scheduler will take a decision on
where to place computation based on these policies, and
it will provide the user with detailed information on the
CO2 emission cost of the chosen scenario. The complexity of tasks, i.e., how the computation time scales with
the input data and how the output data scales with the
input data, is a factor included in the decision framework
too.

Kprocessing_local_dc (Xlocal_dc , Tprocessing )
Decision policies

+ KLAN_local_dc (Xlocal_dc , Nin )
+ KLAN_local_dc (Xlocal_dc , Nout )
> 2 · KLAN_local_dc (Xlocal_dc , Nin )
+ Ktransport_network (Xtransport_network , Nin )

(14)

If a user submits a task and indicates the processing time
and the amount of input data needed, and the amount of
output data expected, a scheduler should be able to decide
whether the task can be better performed locally or at
another remote data center from a knowledge base. To
decide whether a remote data center is a greener option

+ KLAN_remote_dc (Xremote_dc , Nin )
Table 3 Values for the factor X used in our framework as
function of the different energy sources (in decreasing
value of X)

+ Kprocessing_remote_dc (Xremote_dc , Tprocessing )
+ KLAN_remote_dc (Xremote_dc , Nout )
+ Ktransport_network (Xtransport_dc , Nout )

Table 2 Power per capacity for the different components
in our model
Equipment

Power per capacity [kW/Gb/s]

Energy source

X value

Lignite/brown coal

950

Anthracite

870

Crude oil

640

Gas works gas

400

Natural gas

380

Nuclear power

66

Geothermal power

40

Host data storage

0.2800

Router

0.0120

Biomass

30

Ethernet switch

0.0230

Solar power

22

Firewall

0.0160

Hydroelectricity

15

DWDM terminal node

0.0034

Wind power

10
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the scheduler applies Equation 14 as a decision policy,
which can be written as follows:
Xlocal_dc ·PUElocal_dc ·Pcomp.host_local_dc ·Tprocessing +Xlocal_dc
× PUElocal_dc · ELAN_local_dc · Nin +Xlocal_dc · PUElocal_dc
× ELAN_local_dc · Nout > 2 · Xlocal_dc · PUElocal_dc
× ELAN_local_dc · Nin + Xnetwork · PUEnetwork · Enetwork
× Nin + Xremote_dc · PUEremote_dc · ELAN_remote_dc · Nin
+ Xremote_dc ·PUEremote_dc ·Pcomp.host_remote_dc ·Tprocessing
+ Xremote_dc · PUEremote_dc · ELAN_remote_dc · Nout
+ Xnetwork · PUEnetwork · Enetwork · Nout
(15)
where Tprocessing , Nin , Nout are respectively the computation time in CPU core hours, the amount of input data and
the amount of output data, both in GBytes. Furthermore
ELAN_local_dc , ELAN_remote_dc and Enetwork are unit energy
consumptions of the data center LANs and the connecting
transport network, expressed in kWh/GByte. Values for
Xlocal_dc , PUElocal_dc , Xremote_dc , and PUEremote_dc reside
in a knowledge base of the scheduler. The values
Pcomp.host_local_dc = Pcomp.host_remote_dc = 0.355kW [16]
and ELAN_local_dc = ELAN_remote_dc = 0.0017kWh/GByte
(derived from Equation 6 with the adopted values for network equipment) are constants for any decision policy,
whereas the value for Enetwork depends on the type of network and on the number of different hops, Equations 7
and 8. In case both light path and Internet connections
are possible the scheduler can try both transport networks
and the number of hops for the connecting shortest path
is retrieved from the knowledge base too. For reasons of
simplicity we take ELAN_local_dc equals to ELAN_remote_dc
and Pcomp.host_local_dc equals to Pcomp.host_remote_dc . In an
implementation of a scheduler, the scheduler will have
knowledge of its own data center and all values concerning a remote data center will be retrieved by issuing a
proposal to the scheduler of the remote data center. In
that case, values for local and remote equipment maybe
different.
We will illustrate a decision made with an example,
where the local data center, with PUElocal_dc = 1.4, is situated in the Netherlands and is powered by electricity produced from natural gas (380 gr. CO2 /kWh). Suppose the
only alternative at the disposal of the scheduler is a remote
data center in Tirol, Austria, that is powered by hydroelectricity (15 gr. CO2 /kWh) and PUEremote_dc = 1.8.
Values for the connecting transport network can be prepared as knowledge to the scheduler in the following way.
If the transport connection between the Netherlands and
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Tirol has 4 hops, then Enetwork = 0.0014 kWh/GByte for an
Internet connection and Enetwork = 0.00066 kWh/GByte
for a light path connection. For PUEnetwork we use a default
value of 2.2 (a value based on a recent survey [2], where we
assume that more effort is put in data center equipment
than in scattered network equipment), while for Xnetwork
we use an estimate based on the shortest geographical
paths between the countries and the information on the
typical energy sources used in the countries crossed. In
our example, the shortest path long distance network
will most probably traverse the following three countries:
the Netherlands, Germany and Austria. From data published by the European Commission [9-11] the energy
production in the Netherlands, Germany and Austria is
composed by the mixes depicted in Figure 7.
From these mixes we derive a mean value for the
emission cost in gr. CO2 /kWh. For instance Germany
use 36% Crude Oil (640 gr. CO2 /kWh), 25% Solid fuels
(pulverized coal 870 gr. CO2 /kWh), 23% gas (380 gr.
CO2 /kWh), 12% nuclear (66 gr. CO2 /kWh) and 4% renewable (30 gr. CO2 /kWh), arriving at a mean value Xnetwork
Germany = 549 gr. CO2 /kWh. In the same way Xnetwork
for the Netherlands = 520 gr. CO2 /kWh and Xnetwork for
Austria = 474 gr. CO2 /kWh. The distance from say
Amsterdam to Tirol is 980 km, of which 120 km in the
Netherlands, 600 km in Germany, and about 260 km in
Austria, or 12%, 62% and 26% respectively. So, these numbers give an estimate for the transport network Xnetwork =
0.12 · 520 + 0.62 · 549 + 0.26 · 474 = 526 gr. CO2 /kWh.
Imagine a user submits a task needing a lot of experimental data, say Nin = 10 GByte, and producing Nout = 2
GByte of graphical data during 0.12 CPU core hours. The
scheduler will respond to the user with detailed information it based its decision upon. Figure 8 shows the output
the scheduler provided to the user.
In Figure 8 we see also values associated to the energy
production in the country of the data center. Models used
are not discussed in this paper, but can be retrieved from
a report [4]. The contribution of the LAN of the local
data center and of the network, occurring on the right
hand side of Equation 15, due to the transport of the input
data, turn out to be a considerable part of the total energy
consumption. This contribution will be even higher if an
Internet connection was chosen, that due to the relative
high power consumption of the routers in the network
path. If the user knows how the computation and its output data scale with the amount of input data, Equation 15
can be applied on a range of input data to see how the cost
of the different components scale.
Data ranges and complexities

We introduce the complexity of a task where both the
computation time and the output data scale with the input
data, and define Tprocessing = f (x) and Nout = g(x) with
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c

Figure 7 Energy production mix for (a) the Netherlands, (b) Germany and (c) Austria.

x = Nin . For a task with processing time and output data
both scaling linearly with the input data, O(x), we have
f (x) = f1 · x + f0 and g(x) = g1 · x + g0 . For a task exhibiting
a processing time scaling quadratically, O(x2 ), and output
scaling linearly, O(x), we have f (x) = f2 · x2 + f1 · x + f0
and g(x) = g1 · x + g0 . In case the amount of input data x is

specified or expressed as a range, i.e., x ∈ [X0 , X1 ] , X0 > 0,
and the complexity of the job is specified, i.e., f (x) and
g(x) are specified, Equation 15 will decide whether local or
remote processing is preferable for each x ∈ [X0 , X1 ]. With
these definitions we can facilitate a user or the operators of
a data center in their choices of task placement with more

Figure 8 Detailed output from the decision of a scheduler, the left and right table correspond respectively to the left-hand and
right-hand side of Equation 15. Remote processing of the job has a lower carbon footprint if the connecting network is a light path network.
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flexible parameters. The framework has a web calculator
which allows data ranges as input for the amount of input
data of a task and complexity formulas for the CPU processing time and the amount of output data as a function
of the input data.
Web calculator

The web calculator [19], facilitates a user to study the output from the scheduler on submitting a task, and also
to survey for which amount of input data decisions may
alter. As an independent tool the user should supply all
the data. Operators of a data center may use data from
a knowledge base. We will introduce the web calculator
according to the example used so far. Figure 9 shows the
web calculator input page. The amount of input data is
expressed as a range, [5, 15] GByte, and the CPU processing time exhibits a linear complexity, O(x), on the amount
of input data, 0.012 · x, where x refers to a value in the
input range. The output data also shows a linear complexity, 0.2 · x. So we assume that computation time and
amount of output data is negligible small if no input data
is present ( f0 = g0 = 0.). For x = 10 GByte we have CPU
time equals 0.012 · 10 = 0.12 core hours and output data
equals 0.2 · 10 = 2 GByte, values used above. In case a
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range is defined as input the calculator responds with a
plot, Figure 10, and table output for the largest value of the
range, see Figure 11.
An operator might use the web calculator to study what
happens if the light path long distance transport connection is not available and an Internet long distance connection is the only option. If he keeps all input the same
except for the connecting transport network, and choose
Internet long distance instead of light path long distance,
he notices from the output, Figure 12 and 13, that the
decision changes. The Internet long distance transport
network spoils the greener processing advantage of the
remote data center.
For quadratic behavior of the computation time it turns
out that it becomes profitable to do the computation at
a cleaner remote data center for even modest complexity
values. This is due to the fact that the power consumption of computation nodes is relatively high. We saw
that there is a difference if one compares Internet with
dedicated light path connections due to the power consumption of routers in the former. This becomes clear
if we transform Equation 15 into a decision boundary,
i.e. substituting an equal sign for the greater sign in
the formula.

Figure 9 Web calculator for a user or operator to decide whether a task can be greener performed at a remote data center instead of at
his local data center. Input data is defined as a range, output data and CPU processing time are defined as complexity formulas on the input data
range (the symbol $0 refers to a value in the input range).
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Figure 10 Graphical output of the web calculator if the input (Figure 9) has a range define on the input data. The shaded area is due to an
adopted error in the carbon emission value per kWh.

Figure 11 Values corresponding with the maximum value of the input range [5,15] GByte for web calculator input of Figure 9.
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Figure 12 Graphical output of the web calculator if the input (Figure 9) has a range define on the input data, and the connecting
transport network is an Internet long distance network (4 hops).

Figure 13 Values corresponding with the maximum value of the input range [5,15] GByte for web calculator input(Figure 9), and the
connecting transport network is an Internet long distance network (4 hops).
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If we assume linear complexity for input and computation time, where we took Nout = g1 ·x and CPU processing
time is f1 · x, with x = Nin , the decision boundary becomes
a function of g1 and f1 , because x cancels out. The result
is then visible in Figure 14, with two decision boundaries, f1 = 1.43 · 10−2 + 4.24 · 10−3 g1 for Internet and
f1 = 9.56 · 10−3 − 5.28 · 10−4 g1 for light path. We see
three regions corresponding to different choices of task
location. In region 1 the task should be performed locally,
independently of the type of transport network; in region
2 the task can be performed remotely provided that the
connection is a light path; in region 3 the task should be
done remotely for both types of transport networks. Values of the example chosen above, f1 = 0.012 and g1 = 0.2
give a point in region 2, a different decision for light path
and Internet long distance transport network.

Discussion
As we had foreseen in the Introduction the PUE of two
data centers, and even their power sources, cannot be the
only guiding criteria in choosing the location of a computation or of data storage task. In case the transport network between them is powered by dirtier energy than both
data centers are powered with, the contribution of the network to the total cost in gr. CO2 for moving data can be
significant. This mostly is the case if the data traverses the
Internet, due to the relatively high power consumption of
routers. Light path connections are preferable over Internet connections, but light path connections are dedicated
connections that require a more complex setup procedure and sometimes might not be available to a user. For
large input data sets and linear behavior of the computation time on the input data, it might be better to do the
calculation locally, if the connecting network is Internet.
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The same situation may be reversed in case the computation time shows a quadratic dependency on the input data.
In that case the contribution of a dirty network becomes
less prominent provided the data produced by the computation is limited and does not need to be transferred
back to the user. Altogether this means that for realistic
large processing, there is not one choice that can be made
that is “always best” in terms of energy use and associated
emissions.

Conclusions and future work
We have presented in this article a decision framework
to allow users and data center operators to decide where
to place an application in order to minimize the total
CO2 emitted in the process. We have shown that, if one
assumes that the two data centers being considered have
the same architecture and internal structure but different
PUE, the network connection between them can play a
significant role for the final selection of the site in which to
compute or store data. Our framework depends not only
on the models for the networks, which can be enhanced
if one wishes, but also depends on the contents of the
knowledge base it can draw upon. In the work presented
here we used the energy data published by the EU and
data of some European continental data centers. There
are improvements we intend to include in our framework
in order to obtain even more realistic carbon footprint
information. For data centers that are only reachable by
crossing seas, the network model should be enhanced by
models of sea cables. Another aspect connected with the
network topology used in the models is the knowledge
of the exact numbers of hops between two locations. For
this, we would like to use a detailed map of the networks
for different countries. Our first step in this direction will

Figure 14 Decision boundaries according to Equation 15 for Internet and light path connections with 4 hops.
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be to fill the knowledge base with detailed information of
the transport topologies used between higher education
and research data centers in the Netherlands, which are
connected by the Surfnet network [20].
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